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by Dick Kay nor
Tin; Center for Coordinated Studies , located in I he Foss-Woodman complex , is now in its second year of operation , under the directorshi p of Professo r
Howard Koonce. Literature sent out b y the Center lo interested Colby app licmils lists throe major objectives of the CCS. These are :
"To create , throug h properl y staffe d , interdepartmental programs of
stud y, more coherent patterns for a libera l arts educiiti on :
"To create and sustain a greater degree of responsiveness between students
and faculty in the design and conduct of a curriculum:
"To create within a more pervasive learning environment an opportunity
for students to take as much initiative in , and responsibi lity for , ordering their education and their lives as can bo achieved within the limits
of sound educational objectives unci active concern for the welfare of
others. "
Tho programs of stud y are constructed by coordinating two or three existing courses from cliff (.'rent departments in such a manner that each courso will
contribute to the student 's understanding of a more generalized area. For oxainp h
ono of last year 's most successful programs , "Homer and History ", included a
course each in Ancient History , Classics, and freshman English, This program
wiih one, of four Haled as "Intensive Studios in Western Civili/.alion ", tho other
thre e being "Traged y in Historical Context '", "Darwinism ", and "Existential
Thoug ht and Literature ", Other major programs included "Bilingual and Bio
•illura l Studios ", unci "Studies in Human Developm ent ". This year the Center
has added three , sop homore, programs and an Kiml Asian SludioH cluster,

Last year 's programs met with vory ing degrees of success, althoug h responses in general tended lo bo positive , A number of .students involved in CCS
this year are discouraged about the present program , thoug h , and feel that the
Center may be a 'blue bab y ' that is slowl y dy ing. The basic comp laints of these
students focus on lack of autonomy, both ou.rricu.lur and social , and lack of
progressive experimentation , partiall y as a result of the former problem. Althoug h increased social autonom y (fo r all living units) may be forthcoming as
a result of Rights and Rules deliberations , the students fear that the improvements may be loo limited and too late lo save the Center. Tins lire-door situation has indicated the u rgency which the students feel , and the frictions which
arise, regarding the evolution of a freel y structured 'living-learning comp lex '.
On the academi c side , dissatisfaction is directed toward lack of coordin - •
alion and coherence in the clusters, due mainl y lo the necessity of working
within existing dep artmental offerings and lo the inabilit y lo develop special >
courses of stud y. Those students also feel tha t the. Center itself is overl y reticen t
in experimenting with such things as non-graded courses.
Faculty members who have been involved with the CCS echoes some of
these criticisms , hut by and large did not see thews as indicative of an inherent
malaise.' Rather , the tendency among those professors contacted was to see these
problems as transitory , as natural difficulties arising from any innovativ e exper- <¦
ionee. Strong support for the goals of the CCS was unanimousl y expressed , and ¦."
possibilities for a bri ght future wore consistentl y aeon. Each professor , of course,
lias his own views of what course ho would like to see the Center follow in its
development , and many contractive , althoug h I'rajuenll y widel y d ive.rge.nl, com-

ments were expressed to the ECHO. One professor felt that the- living-learning'
situation was of ambiguous value in its effects on the students. Although class
discussion tended to be freer and more open, there were times when it fell off ,
and when it did so, it hit bottom. The relaxed atmosp here resulted in increases
both of recepti vity and participation , and of relaxed (student) attitudes toward
class attendance and self-discip line.
Some of the faculty felt that ambiguous academic benefits were largel y
the result of students ' involvement in the 'living-learning', in the sense that the
students tended to concentrate on the living half more than on the learning. But
this was accounted for as being a natural freshman response to needs for identification and security. This was used by some professors as an argument to support shifting the Center 's emphasis from freshmen to upperclass programs. Lack
of experience with the college 's academic processes lessens the ability of firstyear students to devise readily conceivably innovations.
Without exception , those faculty members contacted agreed that the
present method of having to operate with already existing courses does pose
problems and to some degree puts unfortunate limitations on the development
of Center programs. Beyond that sentiment, however, various attitudes were
voiced concerning how serious the problem was, and how it mi ght be best dealt
with. Some faculty members advocated the introducation of a strictl y CCS faculty, which could devise courses totall y free from departmental concerns. Others
feare d dup lication problems and a resultant waste of energy and talent if the
CCS developed a curriculum too independently. Fears were also expressed that
too great a degree of autonomy would result in a 'cliqueishness ' which would
separate the Center from the rest of the campus. But all were in general agreement regarding at least some loosening of existing restrictions on creative development of independent courses of study .
Most of the comments and criticisms listed above were tempered by the
realization that the CCS has just begun its career, and in one year-plus of operation it cannot be expected to function wi thout meeting with , having to deal
with , many kinds of problems. In fact , Professor Koonce sees these obstacles as
contributing to the overall educational value of the Center. He feels that the day
the cluster college has no problems to work out , it will have outlived its usefulness, and stagnation will set in. What some students are seeing as agonized writhings of the CCS bab y, he sees as the predictable growing pains which are an
extremel y valuable facet of the CCS experience in spite of , and even because of ,
the frustrations which accompany them. The elimination of all obstacles would
rob the Center of its developmental character and put it in grave danger of becoming static. The tensions of growth provide added common ground on which
the faculty and students involved can meet lo continuall y involve themselves in
a joint effort to sustain the desired dynamic quality of this sort of experimental
endeavor. Althoug h lack of definition and autonomy may remove the security
of having realizable , concrete goals, it also promotes flexibility and diversity.
Also, the frustrations which arise fro m the informality and closeness of the
learning environment aid in reducing both teaching and learning to their lowesl
common denominators. Thus many of the drawbacks seen by others are merel y
the other side of the coin , and assist in providing a further dimension to the
overall experience.
The emphasis on freshmen partici pation is defended b y Professor Koonce
similarl y, in that the drawbacks of inexperience and lack ol' identification with
the college provides at the same time a greater degree of receptivity. Also , experimental approaches (including such things as non-graded courses) arc , in hi s
eyes, more viable when the problems oli fulfillin g major requirements and produ c ing t a ng ible results (for career and grad-school considerations) arc less pressing. A further consideration here is that early partici pation in such programs as
th e Center offers will heller equi p a sluclent to understand how to learn , and in
this sense, the earlier a student undergoes this experience , the more creative ,
pr odu c tiv e, and satisf y ing his future studies will be. Professor Wostcrvell points
out thai in his Classics course on Creek Tragedies , many CCS freshmen outdid
ihier upporelassmales in their performances , du e larg e l y to their experience with
l ea rning how lo research , how to coordinate their studies so that a maximum
understanding of each area is gained.
(It mi ght.be int eresting lo mention that Pro fessor Weslervelt will be
assuming the directorshi p oi" the cluster college nexl semestar while Professor

by Charlie Hogan
CONFERENCE AND REVIEW BOARD: CUB is currentl y
wrestling with tlie problem of find ing an ecjiiiliibli! compromise
to the ROTC issue on campus.Tho need for mediation was
triggered by the vote of Stu-G (lfl-11) in favor of "Terminating
relationship wilh the Air Force ROTC" unit on ciimpus and an
opposing vote by the faculty (46-57). The Board of Trustees
has also charge d the Conference with the responsib ility of delermining a soluti on (i.e. compromise or any oilier type of riseomme.ndation which would suitably alleviate the Issue). The
Trustees will th en use this recommendation to guide them in
their course of action on the issue, if any course of action is
deemed nceosfmry.
Prcsidnct Stridor spoke al the lust full meeting of CRB and
outlined several alternativ es or compromise plans that the Conference might wish to consider In Ihcir mediation. Alth ough
several sources of informat ion were quoted , Hie President primarily presented results oi' the Benso n Report (a report by an
Air Force commission lo investigate new demensions for ROTC
programs on colltigu campuses) which outlined plans dial colleges could imp lement thai would maintain lesser affiliation
wilh the Air Force and eliminate the issue of academic credit
and professorial rank of officers , In essence, these alternatives
resolved the arguments against ROTC on academic grounds and

Koonce is on sabbatical. Prof. Wcstervelt docs not forsee any changes in the
direction of the Center due to the shift in the directorshi p. He expects that
the actual leadership will rest with the student-faculty steering committee, and
that his own position will be largely a housekeeping one.)
Not all of last year 's students feel that they gained as much from their
experience as they should have. But usually these comp laints were directed
toward lack of coordination , which is to be expected at first anyway , and other
hindrances, by no means unique lo the CCS, of vary ing degrees of teaching quality and course quality . But most of the CCS veterans contacted felt that they
had undergone very positive experiences, even if the immediate results were
sometimes negative.
In its totality, the body of responses included here offers a number of
possible conclusions and possible future modifications concerning the Center,
for Coordinated Studies. Among them are: 1) The results of the CCS experience
appear to be cumulative , in that the most positive responses to the program were
given in retrospect. Many difficulties and discouragements proved to be transitory and did not prevent the experience in its entire ty from being positive.
2) Many of the criticisms result from porblems of growth and consolidation
which are in many cases predictable , but also frequentl y unforeseen. Other
criticisms and disappointments re flect problems of education as a whole , such
as teacher-student communication and understanding, and course content.
3) Strong arguments exist for a variety of future directions of the Center. These
include continued emphasis on freshmen versus a shift toward emphasis on
junior and senior-level clusters and whether or not geographical integrity is
necessary .
4) Related to all of the above considerations , and especiall y the last one , is th e
qu esti on o f f u ture , more pervasive academic innovation which mi ght b e abl e to
satisf y many of the variant ideas. Perhap s possibilities of non-geograp hi call yoriented coordinated studies programs available to students in all living units
merits exp loration,
Wh atever actual academic reforms and innovations may result from the
existence and experience of the present CCS , it is obvious th a t al rea dy the r e a rc
positive results which been achieved b y the Center. If its continued existence and
effectiveness may occasionall y b e sh ro ud ed in d o ubt , there arc still students and
fa culty m e mb er s wh o h ave alr ead y shared and gain ed a gr ea t d ea l fr o m th eir
affiliation with the Center. Hopefull y the present uncertainitics about the Center do not represent symptoms of a terminal disease, but rather reflect contridicti ons which will be resolved in a creative synthesis that will represent the first
phase of a long and dynami c development.

provided for the Air Force lo only retain organizational affilia lion wilh the college .
The Executive Committee of CRB is presentl y procuring
copies, of tlie Benson Report for the delegates before the Confcrencc embarks upon discussion for suitable solutions, There
exists a general consensus in favor of some form of compromise on "Middle ground" resolution in ligh t of slimncss of the
majorities in both the Faculty and Slu-G votes. Apparently the
issue no longer appears so black and white (i.e . ROTC should
leave, ROTC should remain) and CRB will be seeking out an
alternative that will have appeal to « substantial majority of the
faculty and student constituency.
RIGHTS AND . RULES1 The Rights and Rules Committee
has drawn up a finalized sliitement on the guidelines for implementing dorm autonomy. It is expected that this proposal
will receive approval this week and be forwarded lo Ihe President for his consideration , There arc very favorable chances
that dorm autonomy may he in full effect by Thanksgiving .
Basically the guidelines provide for the prerequisites established
by the Student Affairs Committee for the Board of Trustees
including security, prevent ion of "live in " arrangements , protection of privacy and freedom fro m coercion , and related concerns. The R & R Committee , has also provided for procedural

guidelines for the dorms in establishing their own rules. The
progress of the dorm autonomy proposal has been a particularl y long and lough process, but hopefully read y enactment of
il in its present, completed form and universal acceptance and
respect of il will make Ihe energy input worthwhile and certainl y render needed credibility to the committee structure.
EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE: EPC is about to
engage in roughl y round fifteen of Pass/Fall and tlie attempts
to seek a proposal which is agreeable to a major ity. Committee
member, Charlie Hogan , is presenting a proposal providing for
5th and 6lh courses to be taken Pass/Fail, a Pass would be
equivalent lo an A through D and carry one quality point , and
any course regardless of whether il is being used to satisfy a
college or distribution requirement may be taken Pass/Fail providing Unit it is beyond the .1.2 credit hour minimum. Other pro
posals will also be submitted by Mall Powell and Pro fessors
Zukowski and Sutherland for EPC consideration , Hopefully,
EPC can arrive ; al a decision in lime for implementation next
semester.
A lso related lo EPC was a visit by Pro fessor Henry Drewry
of Princeton University who met wilh the Sub Committee on
Black Studies, Drewry share d his experiences and ideas with
the sub-committee as he is Assistant to the President at Princeton in the Area of Black Studies,

sociology, li teratur e, and p hilosophy. Further, they claimed that some
scholars had consiously made the omissions in order to perpetuate pl ea sant
fallacies about the American Dream- And they pointed out this distorted image
of the American culture helped to create the illusion of white racial superiority
and served to harden the divisions between the races.
Although Colby already has a small black studies program , the Educational
Policy Committee this year established a sub-committee on black studies to ex r
plorc way s in which the program could be strengthened and enlarged. The chairman of this sub-committee is Associate Professor of English Patrick Brancaccio.
Prof. Brancaccio feels that one of the main obstacles in the path of a stronger
black studies program is a lack of understanding among Colby constituencies as
to the purpose of and need for black studies.
In order to clarif y the reasons for the program , Prof. Brancaccio and Dr.
Leonard Mayo, chairman of the EPC, invited Prof. Henry Drewry of Princeton to
come to Colby and speak about the issue. Prof. Drewry is a professor of history
and an Assistant to the President of Princeton in the Area of Black Studies. In an
interview with the ECHO Tuesday, Prof. Drewry said that during his two-day
stay he hoped "to share information with the people here."
Prof. Drewry told us that support for black studies indicated a continued
"belief in the academic system ," in the system's desire to correct wrongs and to
be responsive to the genuine needs of our society. To him black studies represents "an effort to include in the curriculum of schools and colleges, the black
ex perience. '
As an historian , he criticized scholars of history who ignored the material
available on the lives of the A fricans and on the suffering of the slaves in their
transportation to America and their treatment once they were here. He pointed
to the "kind of distortion you get from Uldrid ge Phillips, a major historian in
the early part of the century. Phillips, "he said , "wrote that blacks were heathens
who by transportation to a civilized land received the benefit of Christian civilization at the mere cost of lifetime labor. And once the slaves had been made
Christians, the historians had to find justification for slavery in the Bible. They
wrote things like 'God never would have allowed slavery to exist if he had not
meant it to exist. ' It 's hard to believe in 1970 but for years this was how American historians dealt with the problem of slavery ." Black studies, Drewry said,
are "an attempt to put into curriculum correction of these errors."
Pro f. Drewry believes that "if education cannot provide some background
in the serious problems we face it has no relevance." Mr. Drewry feels that black
studies can help the country meet its problems because black studies are a "call
fro m blacks for black "leadership." And further , black studies by correcting the
distortions in what is taught can "make sure the youth who grow up in this cul-'
ture have a view of themselves which is not destructive . . . One of the worst ,
things about the distortion of information ,'Prof Drewry told us, "is the way it
makes minority groups feel about themselves and the way it makes whites feel
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This country 's education al institutions can no longer afford to partici pate
in what amounts to societal myth-building , while ignori ng one of the central
objectives of education; to describe and inter pret reality as cogently and imparti ally as possible. Students can no longer be given a myopic vision of America as a homogeneous , p la cid and id y llic land of t he fr ee and h ome of t he
brave. Fr om t his ar chai c educa t ional perspective , Am eri ca is a p aradi se, devoid
of the " unpleasantnes s" associa t ed wi t h in t ernal et hnic and ra cial rivalries and
conflicts or with the brutal abuse of weaker peoples in main taining an inequitable dis t r i bu t ion of pow er. W it h t his social ba ck ground , American stud ents cannot avoid being left with the implicit assum ption that this country has never
don e any wron g, fou ght an y unj us t wars , or exploited any of its neighb ors or
citizens.
Arm stead L. Robinson
BLACK STUDIES IN THE UNIVERSITY

b y Robert Parry
The arguments in favor of black studies bring into question Iwo fundamental aims of hi gher education and tlie way these aims have been pursued. Education • strives purliculurl y for two things: 1) accuracy in the scholarly material
being pro fessed and 2) relevance of the college experience lo the world's social
problems. Among scholars, there are . strong differences of opinion as to which of
°i these aims is of primary importance , but there is a genera l consensus lhal Ihe
nniwrsi ly has respons ibility in both of llioso fileds.
However , in tins earl y 1 960' s when a strong movement for halek studies
X'gan to emerge , black stud y proponents pointed out failures of the universities
holh in accuracy and relevance. They argued that American scholars had been
ignoring tho role of black peop le, in ihe presentations of American history ,
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about minorities .. .. If this country is going to solve its racial problems, whiles
will have to fig ht their feelings of superiority ," he added.
One important historical point Prof. Drewry discussed was the contrast
in the development of white American history and black American history. He
said , "the black experience does not follow the patterns of white American history . Vor instance , while the Progressive period brought greater freedom it
brought a corresponding, perhaps causal , limiting of freedoms for blacks .. .
We stud y European history because it gives while students a chance to understand their background , but we have provided little for a great number of other
students. We should know something about the background of 10% of our population. "
To end the distortion in college curricula , Drewry suggests 1) creation ol
courses which more directl y speak to tho issue of the black experience and 2)
carefu l examination of present courses so that information about blacks is properly included. He said , "In existing courses which deal with the limes of the
black experience include ihe black experience, Nol lo do this is giving a picture
which is not true . . . Also this is something all courses could do. Clearl y the
majority of the fields in our college today lend themselves lo this increase of
consciousness wilh in the materials of the course ."
Black studies arc important , Drewry said , because "the relation between
the races has in it the fu l fillment of the ideals of this country but also the country 's possible destruction .. . America has claimed lo be the land of liberty and
justice for all , hut it is reall y onl y the hmd of liberty and justice for whites " Bocause of the way education is presented , Pro f. Drewry said , "whites can keep
ihe blacks out of their consciousness, hut onl y if the whites are aware , will there
be a citizenry able lo deal wilh the problem. "
-i
the
difficulty
noted
In regards to Colby 's black studios program , Drewry
in financing new courses hut added , "a small college with a community fcelmg
has a belter opportunity to solve 'those problems. "
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Col*>y C°mP lie s
by Dave DeLong
Last spring the Colby administ ration received a letter
from Ihe Pennsy lvania Higher Education Assistance Agency .
The letter said that the recentl y passed Pennsy lvania Guaranty
and Loan Laws require d the college "to sign a document agreeing to report to the PHEAA any student receiving a Pennsy lvania State loan or scholarsh ip, who has been convicted of a
fe lony, or has been dismissed from college for refusing to obey
a lawful regulation of the college, or \\ -> has been convicted
in any court of disturbing the orderl y nduct of college administration or classes."
This letter requesting compliance with the law was sent
lo all schools and colleges across the country, lt carried will)
stipulation that if an insinuation refused to comply with the.
law , Pennsy lvania would withdraw both scholarshi ps and loans
from Pennsy lvania students al that insinuation.
At f i rst, the Colby administration decided to ignore the
request by the PHEAA. Professor Ilickox , Director of Finance
Aid , said that he was going to ignore the letter because he said ,
"Things like this have a tendency to go away." However, it
didn 't go away and late in the spring Dean Rosenthal requested
a meeting of the Financial Aid Committee to discuss the issue.
On May 27, the commitlce met and discussed the issue
at some length. According to the minutes, Ili ckox poi nt ed out
that eight students were at that time receiving Pennsylvania
State Scholarships. In addition , he reported that eight students
were receiving Pennsy lvania State Loans. He said that Colby
could conceivabl y cover tlie loss of scholarshi ps bul state guaranteed loans were irreplaceable by any form of loan from Colby
Therefore , he concluded that the loss of Pennsylvania support
might force several students to withdraw fro m college.
Professor Pestana and Dean Tay lor mad e th e p oint t h at
students are aware of the consequences under Pennsy lvani a
state law and it should be their decision as to whether they accept or refuse stale aid, Il was also suggested thai Colby 's refu sal to sign the agreement would have two unfortunate consequences, First of all , il would deny Pennsy lv a nia stud e nt s
their rights to state aid. Secondly, Colb y would be ac ting in
"an ov erl y-protective and excessivel y parental manner. "
D ean R ose nthal was a gainst si gning the agreement. He
maintain ed that th e n e w law w o uld f or ce Colb y to violat e stud ent confidentiality by "forcing us to report the cause of a students dismissal." He also argued that the law places the school
"in th e position of a reporting officer , that th e college Musi
report Ih e circumstances of a felony lo the stole of Pennsylvania "
Ilickox mad e a motion thai the agreement be signed and
relumed to the PHEAA. However, Rosenthal! moved the followin g additi o n: "Desp ite our consid erable opp osition lo tho
Pennsylvania law , and onl y because we have no al ternative way
to provide financial assistance for the need y stud ents from Pennsylvania , w e . . ."
This motion was recorded and passed b y a vot e ol three
lo one and the main motion was then passed by Ihe same vole.
As of Sept ember 1.5, Colby was among some 1,850 institution s lo sign the agreement, Onl y twenty- five schools hav<
refused lo sign. The llsl of those who have refused to sign is a
strange mixture of schools. Dartmouth , Radcliffe , Yal e nad
Stanford have refu sed lo sign which is not surprising. However University of Connecticut , University of Idah o, University of Missi ssippi, and Kansas State College have also refused
to si gn , which comes as a mild surprise.

A suit .lias been filed in U.S. Third District Court, Philadelphia, by Havcrford College, Goddard College, and twelve
individual students. According to the PHEAA news bulletin,
the plaintiffs arc trying to get "an injunction against PHEAA
enforcement of the legislation on the grounds that it violates
seven amendments to the U.S. Constitution. The amendments
concern freedom of speech , assembl y, association , privacy,
equal protection of the law , rights specificall y reserved to the
people, due process of law, and academic freedom."

by Dave DeLong
Last March, while the blacks occupied the chapel, the faculty
passed a motion abolishing the use of the grade-point system to
detcrmineScholarships.
Up to that time a student's financial standing was in part
determined by his academic standing. A certain average had to
be maintained to keep one's scholarship. However, this average
was higher than the one necessary to stay in school which meant
a student who wasn't on scholarship could stay longer than one
who needed financial assistance.
The elimination of the grade-point system created problems
for Professor Hickox, the Financial Aid Director. It meant that
everyone who applied for aid would get something since grades
were no longer a determining factor.
Last spring when Hickox looked at the financial aid situation in light of the new system he thought that he would have
to make an across the board cut of all those who had scholarships at that time. He felt this cut would be necessary to meet
the increased demand for funds by those students who wouldn't
have qualified under the old system.
However, the cut proved to be unnecessary, Hickox related
in a recent interview. "We didn't have to make any blanket cuts?'
Hickox said, "The reason for this was gross family incomes
were up so much from the preceeding year. As a result calculated needs were considerably less. Colby family incomes were
well above national norms for increases in income."
He said that when he totaled up everybody 's scholarship to
see how much would have to be cut, he came out ahead. Hickox went on to say that he took the extra and overexpended the
freshman budget slightly. He pointed out that this situation of
increased incomes resulting in lower calculated needs would
probably not repeat itself. "But," he continued, "having weathered this year I think we can absorb the extra costs necessitated
by the removal of the grade-point minimum."
Hickox added , "The Open Door fund allowed us to pick up
three underprivcleged students who we otherwise wouldn 't
have been able to help. I think this is a good time to reiterate
that this fund is pledged to carrying these students for four
,
years."
Now that Hickox has adjusted to the new system he is faced with a new problem. The task confronting the Financial Aid
Office now is how to handle the $400 tuition increase that takes
effect next fall.
Commenting on this problem Hickox said, "There is no
question the students will receive the financial aid appropriation but the question is on what basis the Financial Aid Com- ,
mittec will make the increase. Regardless," he continued , "of
how the appropriation is handled upperclass needs will be met
before freshman. "
In regard to the tuition increase Hickox said that Colby is
several years behind other schools of its size in raising costs.
"Even with the increase", he pointed out , "tuition will be just
about average for schools like Colby."

W-@ BMWBIQ
by Si Nalira
The meeting of October 26lh opened with Swift Tarbell
presenting a list of entertainers whom we could possibly contact for Winter Weekend (Feb. 19th). Of the groups listed the
field was narrowed down to:
Sl y
$15,000
$7,500-10 ,000
J cthro Tull
Neil Young
$10,000
Grateful Dean
$ 7,500
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"The AAUP Chapter of Colby College recommends the passage of the motion by Ihe Conference and Review Board to terminat e all contracts between Colby and the ROTC."
Thi s is the local chapter of the American Association of Uni
versity Professors addressing itself to Ihe presence of ROTC at
Colb y. The statement received an 18 for, one against and two
ab stenti on s from th e memb ers pr ese nt at th e m ee tin g wh en th e
proposal wos brought up.
The AAUP meets once a month before the faculty meeting.
J ohn Swency, A ssistant Professor of English , is the n ewl y-elected Presided of the Colby chapter. Not all the faculty belong to
th e AAUP , but those that do concern themselves with campus
matters , particularly those relating to academic and faculty
policy.
Recent eff orts center around the discrepancy between the
national AAUP policy on tenure and the I real men I of tenure
by the Colby by-laws. It was proposed at the last faculty meetin g that Colby adopt the national AAUP 1040 statement on
academic freedom and tenure. The statement gives tenure lo
any faculty member employed for seven full years, Colb y 's
policy is lo grant tenure after renewal of the contract for associate professorsh i p, In practi ce, Colb y has never violeled the AA >
UP law. The AAUP is now concerned wilh the position of
coaches us faculty members.
There was some question as lo what , if any, action AAUP
would bo taking abut the ECHO. However, since th e matter is
b eing handled through o t her channels , no action will be taken,
at this time.
Professor Swency did say that most faculty members that
he has talk ed with fool that Ihe KCWO this year has been
"both constructive and silly ".

Traff ic
$10,000
The difficulties confronting Mr. Tarbell in choosing entertainment that will please a wide spectrum of musical tastes was reflected in the division engendered within the Student Governm ent b od y when asked for preferences. However, Swift will con
continue working on Winter Weekend and report any progress
he is making,

A report from the Administrative Policy Committee on The
J oint Statement of the Student Bill of Ri ght s was then given.
It was reported that there was a motion in the faculty to accept
the statement as a guideline wh en a p pli cable, A little history
may be hel pful at this point, This Statement was drawn up by
a number of collegiate groups, several of which Colby is a recognized member. It was first put into committee in September
of 1969 and now, aft er over a year , it i s bein g con sidered as a
guideline when applicable. One can only marvel at the speed
with whi ch the whole affair was handled,
Ri ghts and Rules Committee reported that they are still
workin g on the guidelines for dorm autonomy. It seems that
as time goes on the guidelines keep growing and some students
f eel we may be getting lost in a morass of red tape. This would
not be an entire ly unique experience for students or administrators. Let us hope (dare we?) that dorm autonomy will not
be lost in a maze of unenforceable guidelines,
A series of committee nominations and allocations preceded
the appearance of Mr. Dick Kleinberg of the Student Concert
Series, It seems that scries has run into a bit of trouble , troubl e
which will probably cost Stu-G in excess of $6,000, Various
ways of avoiding the loss were explored, none of which proved
feasibl e. It seems then that Stu-G is left holding the proverbial
ba g (a gain , not a uni que experience). About all that can be hop
ed for is that this year's Stu-G representatives will learn from
the mislaked of their predecessors.
Student' Governm ent 's chief power lies in its control of student allocations. Il may not be the most interesting task in the
world, and other issues on campus may be more important , but
tlie job of all ocation cannot be taken lightly. This year, despite
a $15,000 increase in bud get , Stu-G seems headed for second
semester with a definite lack of funds, Perhaps it is time that
Stu-G r epresentatives look their job of allocation a bit more
seriously.

Around the turn of ihe century in many church- founded colleges the prevailing attitude toward "p lay " of any sort was a bit on ihe puritanical side. How
ever, some method had to be found to allow even pious youth to lei off steam.
Ernest Marriner in his History of Colby noted '"frequent boisterous blow-offs "
of student mischief as earl y as 1845 and the college began thinking of way s lo
divert student energy into more consturctive channels. Therefore , after the Civil
War, Colby appropriated S200 lo erect a buildin g for tlie stud y of "Swedish
Gymnastics. " The trustees decided to tax each student S2/year for ph ys. ed.
instruction.
Students al that time were overjoyed wilh the change . The 1870 ORACLE
proclaimed: "The pale , Ihin , dyspeptic student will soon be a thing of the past;
the idea of true scholarshi p combined with a health y bod y will prevail. "
Al this earl y stage of tho phys. ed. program , there was practicall y no
equi pment , no instructor , and nothin g much in the way of organization. The
state of Maine , conscious of Colb y 's problem , donated rifles for use in militar y
drill . Eventuall y, however , the college decided to invest in some real "physical
culture " equi pment. Colb y purchases "three dozen wands and a like number 'of
Indi an clubs and dumb bells " (Marriner op. oil.),
Interest in athletics continued lo increase , and in 1881 a phys. ed. instructor was hired for the first time. About this time , the ECHO began arguing for a
system of compulsory physical education which soon became an undergraduate
requirement. In the 1920's several men wen; denied their di p lomas because they
failed to fulfill this requirement.
In 1.907, Colb y appointed ihe first Director of Ph ysical Education at a
salary of 81,000. During this period , one of Colb y 's h oll y contested sports was
intercolleg iate croquet. But then Colb y moved on lo mqre physical , fust-movin g
sports. Football , baseball , track , tennis , and bicy cle racing wore introduced , and
the college built its first and onl y bowling alley. The prime reason for this now
inter est in bi g-lime athletics was intense alumni support , And at their request ,
the Trustees appointed a committee which in 1 1)20 recommended that the
'athle tic director " be made a member of ihe faculty with a voice and a vote in
facult y meetings , The committee also recommended that $5,000 be spent annua
H y "fo r ihe salary of the director , compensation for coaches and for the up keep
of ihe G ymnasium and equi pment " (Marriner ¦op.oil.) Charles Seaverns , lo
whom the soccer field is dedicated , donated S3,500/yoar toward the 35,000.
Accordin g lo Marrinor 's history , no one man had control of Colb y 's athletic: progra m because some money came directl y from the alumni and some cami
from ihu college. Further , bolh groups engaged in the hiring of p h ys. ed. personnel , thus causing u division of alleg iance in the department.
Tho fin ancial responsibility for p h ys, eel, remained divided until 10JJ0
whim the alumni wore removed from direct control of any phase of athletics,
' 1*1
I lie entire progra m came under the control of the "Director of Athletics", and
wry member of the p hys. ed, staff was given faculty rank. Tho college assumed
control of all financial mailers and the alumni were relegated to an advisory
capacity ,
In the earl y days, very Utile money was provided for physical educatio n
and athlet ics. In .HUM, oven after football bad boon introduced , the total oxponso of operating all llm loams did not exceed $500, M y 1010 , tho total exP'inwis had not reache d $3,500. In 1 0,%, the appropriation was sol al Si7 ,000,
S 10,000 of which wont to football , B y 19-12, ll m fi gure bud risen lo $21 ,000,
noL incl uding facult y salaries. In 105 1 , when all athletic activity hud moved lo
gill yflo wer Hill , $,'J2 , 0()0 was allocated to carry on iho program. In the years
follow ing, the cost for Ihe alhlelio progra m mounted steadil y un til in the mid-

Chairman Winkin

1960's it approached §60 ,000. Since then , Athletic Doparlmcul Chairman John

Winkin has kept the athletic bud get .secret.
Along wilh Iho finance s for the sports programs , the staff of the department has also increased. In the earl y 1000'sonl y I or 2 men were emp loyed ;
not 18 faculty and staff service the needs of the athletic department.
I n 1 055, Iho Ford Foundation sponsored a stud y of Colb y College which
included a report b y Dr. Ordway Lead on iho ph ys. ml. program. Dr. I.onil' wrote:
"It would app ear llui l far loo much stuff lime and skill is dep loyed toward ihe
refinement of skills in intercol leg iate sports
' "I gather that tint momentu m of Iho inloreollo g iato sports emp hasis , perhaps with special refere nce lo its strong minded leadershi p, is far loo preponderant in Iho minds of the ph ysical educalion staff lo assure iho greatest education of value for all students.
".. .Iho a bove . . , is an undorstalemenl of my fooling thai iho generality
of students is being shoi'l-changod in the interest o f . . intercollegiate games/
John Winkin became Chairm an of tho Athletic Dopurlmonl in 196 1 and
shortl y thereafter tho college o rganized a fund drive for $2.1 million for a now
FioldhoiiHO. The money was raised and Iho Fieldhouso was built in 1967. I Us
recognized as one of the finest alhlo lie comp lexes on the Easl Coast.

¦' '-I1

The "obscenity " controversy has taken up a good deal of our
time and space the past few weeks, and we hope that we will not
have to write about it very much more in the future. Dr. Scott is
ri ght, there are many more important things to discuss in the ECHO
And we hope that we can direct our attention to them.
To say that we are tired of the issue however, does not mean
thai we are altering our policy toward "obscene " words. We will
continue to look at each four-letter word individuall y and decide
whether or not it is used correctl y in the context of the sentence.
Our intent will never be lo "shock and tittilate ," but neither will
we tolerate the phony modesty of dashes and biceps. Many fine
statues have been distorted by prudish museum directors who attach p laster fi gleaves over genitalia to protect the morals of swooning young maidens. The Colby ECHO which is written b y Co lb y
students primarily for Colbv students will not go in for that sort of
"protection. "
In the discussion over "obscenity ," the ECHO has tried lo
avoid involving personalities. Our declination of the President 's
request that we remove "Co lb y " from our masthead was sincerel y
not meant as an affront to either him or his office. Some people
have insisted on interpreting it that way . Our position stemmed
from princi p les we felt very strongly about. We felt we could not
honestly represent all the students of 1970 without allowing the
occassional use of "obscene ' words. Those who have called the
ECHO "a journal of obscenities '" are exaggerating to an absurd
degree. The vast bulk of our writing can not possibl y be construed
as "obscene ". We are always surprised to look back at the issue
of October 9 and discover how frank and innocent that issue was.

Parents of several of Ihe students in the F.U.C.K. coalition
have received a disturbing p iece of mail. Envelopes which bear no . "
markings as to identity have contained cli pp ings pertaining lo the
coalition , from the October 9 issue of the ECHO. In the margin
next to the story is typed the following message: "Your daught er
is sick. Signed a concerned friend. " The note raises questions as
to what constitutes being "sick" and what sort of "concern " would
lead to such an action. But beyond that , it seems to reflect the
warped , Nix on-Agnew code of morality - hurling and killing peop le
is fine but a four-loiter word is not,

The article on the athlelics dep artment app earing in ibi s issue
b r ings o ut so m e int er esting a nd amu sing facts about ihe development of the department from its ori g in al Athenian ideal to its position as a preti gious organization on this campus. But what is trul y
fa sc inating is th e st ory of p o liti a l p ower/growth which underlies the
th e scattered .facts of P.E. 's development.
Ori gin a ll y, P.E, was a service for the students lo hel p th em
pan t a nd wh eez e th eir way thr o ug h h ostile Maine winters. However
a ft er its ori gin , il was inv ested , as all organi'/.aliona are , with political influence. Because of P.E. 's strateg i c p ositi o n b e twe e n th e alumn
i's dr eam of a bi g win over Bowdoin and ihe administration 's never
satisfied thirst for more money and a heller college , ihe power of
ph ys. ed. has been on the increase ever since. For ihe college lo fill
its coffers , i l n ee ds alumni supp o rt and nothing looses alumni from
th eir money more than u winning season. Thus, what ever P.E. needs
for its winnin g season (how 'boul a 82.1 mil li on athletic comp l ex?)
receives priorit y Iroalment.
The fellow who gets left oul in the cold on all lhi,s is , of
course , th e non-alhlolic student. It 's Ihis schmuck who ends up
hiking a mile thr oug h sleel and snow down to the com p l ex in February to his swimming class because he 's alread y taken Iwo cuts.
It 's the non-athlet e who doesn 'l know when ihe squash courts are
open , so the ono lime a year when ho wants to p lay squa sh h o h a s
to sneak in over tho. vailing lo gel into the locked court, And it 's
thi s guy wh o 's most interested in where all thai P.E. money goes
or , for that ma iler, how mu ch P.E, money there is.
For th ose of you , lik e many o f us , wh o have suffered through
th e p hys. ed. re quirement , th e ECHO would like lo ex tend a heartf el l apology for y our agony. 11 was, aft e r all , our anc estors who got
us all stuck with iho re quirement (perhap s llial was the top of ihe
sp iral). We also look hack wilh some nostal g ia on iho days when the
P.E. htidg el was so paltry thai the onl y reservation in printing it wa s
th e fear of embarrassing the coaches,

lette rs fr o the edi tor

To the Editor of'the ECHO:
W i ll you be good en ou gh to per m it m c to use your
col u m n of Lette r s to Ihe E ditor t o rep l y t o a l e t te r 1
receive d recently signed simply "A Small Collection of
Colb y Students." I usuall y pay no attention to anonymous le t ters , but this one was obviousl y thoughtfu l and
sincere a n d in no way disrespectful. It had to do with
marijuana.
I observed on t he pr ogra m upon wh ic h I ap p eared
on ETV the other evening in response to a question
from students phoned in to the studio that I, like the
oth er co l lege p r eside nt s appea r ing on th e pane l, had
never tried marijuana. I do not intend lo, and my reason
is simply that it is illegal. I was not old enough during
the period of prohibition to be interested in availing myself of the services of what were then called "bootleggers
but I would like to think that , had I been old enough , I
would not have done so, on the same princip le. I think
you are making a mistake , irrespective of your views on
the relative harmlcssness of marijuana , to deal with the
Mafia and others whose matives can scarely be descri b e d
as altruistic.
I have to stand by my statement with respect to
whether marijuana should in some way be legalized or
not , because I am still convinced , as I said on Ihe program, that the evidence is not all in. I know about the
article in the Scientific American , a publication for
which I have great respect and Ihe editor of which as
an honorary degree from Colb y. It was a constructive
and help ful article. But that is not all there is lo it , as
you yourselves pointed out. Onl y the other day I read
of the danger of possible chromosomal damage fro m
extended use of marijuana. You will rep ly that there is
damage , not necessarily chromosomal , lo be gained
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fro m extended use of alcohol. This is cerlainly true.
But until the laws of our state and country reflect an
opinion that the legalization of marijuana is no more
a case of the nose of the camel under the tent than the
legalization of the use of alcholol , I must stand on my
princi ple of observing the law.
I believe you observed that trying marijuana was
comparable to my advice to freshmen to learn the art
of "seren d ipi t y " by experimenting in the use of the
library. The analogy is an ingenious one, but unfortunatel y it breaks down simply on the basis that experimentation of this sort with the use of the library is in
n o way il l ega l, and experimentation with marijuana
is.
In any case you rs is on e of th e r are ex cep t ion s a m ong
the many anonymous letters I have received that merits
a repl y. I respect you for writing me as thoughtfull y and
politel y as yo u di d, but I decline to accept your invitation to join the ranks of the experimenters even at the
cos t, as yo a say , of my passing up one more opportunity to "bridge the generation gap." I have enough faith
in the rational process, in the general good sense of Colby
students, and in our mutual respect for each other to
think that wc can "bridge the generation gap" in many
ot her ways.
Cordiall y,
Robert E. L. Stridcr
P residen t
To the Editor:
At a late hour Saturday night , when we had our first
snowfall , I thought I heard an angelic choir singing "Deck
Ihe Halls ". Although I was dropping off to sleep, I don 't
Ihink it was a dream. And so I wish to thank the Traveling Musicians of Colby for their visit to our home.
Cordiall y,
Helen B. Stridcr
(M rs, Robert E. h.)
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by James Perloff
For the Coherency Club:
There are no absolutes, yet that statement is an absolute. You can't generalize about hu man nature, but you can 't talk about human nature without
generalizing. So to write this essay , I'm going to generalize -1 argue that (1)
every human conflict can be reduced to the Left and the Ri ght: liberalism (degeneracy) vs conservatism (repression) ; change (chaos) vs stability (stagnation).
What is cool and what is not cool. The princip les underl ying Left and Ri ght
app ly to every human characteristic. Shyness reduces to lack of experience reduces to stagnation reduces to Ri ght. Boldness reduces to variety of experience
reduces to change reduces to Left . (You can reverse the trend of the virtue. Shyness converts to modesty and boldness to vanity.) (2) Everyone acts his life out
of desire to be accepted b y the people he identifies with : the characteristics of
the people he identifies with reduce to the Left and the Right - in Colby College
terms, everyone identifies to a certain extreme with the "Freak s" or the "Jocks.
(And every society has had its Freaks and its Jocks.)
The college "Jock" has a hi gh degre e of self-respect: he is quick to defend
hi m self , he never backs down from something he says - which related back to
honor which relates back to patriotism which relates back to the Ri ght. The
college "Freak" has a hi gh degree of creativity - he 's talented in some form of
art , he does his thing - which relates back to individualism which relates back to
free will which relates back to the Left.
Each side is "ri ght " in the terms it defines itself; each side is "wrong " in
the terms the other side defines it. Both sides will continue to purge each other
uselessl y to no end. The Freak can 't prov e th a t m aking wa r f or h on or is wr ong
and the Jock can 't prove that resisting the dra ft is wrong, because the princi p les
of eith er ar e ir re futabl e abst rac tions , just like the statement , "God exists. "
Soluti on to a happy world? Politicians at every level fro m Hi gh School to
the White House have found a rather convenient one , which runs something lik e,
"L et 's all work together! " or "(Brothers) let 's all love each other!" A fine way
to summon app laus e , but ab out a s r esultfu l as t rying to mov e a bin of brick s b y
thinking "Mov e, Bricks! " (The Freak will feign a puke at the thought of loving
the Jock , and vice versa,) But fortunatel y, happ in ess is something that comes to
the individual , not th e w orld , and we each hav e our own chance lo get it. As
long as th ere is a "sid e" to things we .can hale , then there is another side we can
lov e, a nd b o a p art of ,' and dwell in , and b e "h appy " in. Th e Left and Ri ght aren 't co mp a tible , but they are perfectl y symmetrical.
Now to return to my normal format , subtitled "Flowers "
Fishburn : thanks for the flattery - I'm Rock Hudson in the den of Len
Chancy. Just shows how words can shape images - but don 't think you 're not
game for retaliation.
Whoops! Who 's tha bump in inna me inna hallway ? Julis! Juliu! Julia!
Do ya love me?
Speaking of imag es, one of those elevated sophomore chicks suddenl y
b egan say ing "Mi" to mc af ler sho started reading this column. (E.G., so Per-

i od' is a holslij i after all.) Unfortunatel y I was describing her in somewhat candid terms in Foss Lounge when who should pass throug h but th e lad y h erself.
Uoks lik e J the P killed it again.
(true story :) A waitress told mo lhat when asked what kind of boor the
mn she was working served , she was instructed to say, "Budd and Schli lz. "
Onl y ono ni ght she got it a little mixed up and it came out "Bludd and
"
Congratulations to 1.970's Homecoming Qu een , hon ey hi pped T. Clidden.
In cidentall y, this was probabl y the last contest - its chances of surviving now
are about as good as a poker game where the p layers make half the cards wild
and slurt throwing the chi ps at each other.
Bitch of the week (ECHO ornmittod last week's b y llio way) : "Color
commercials on black and white TV shows. " (Nam e presumabl y witheld b y
request.) Send your bitch lo James Porlof f in Coburn.

by Randall Childs - Christop her Law . . . Token Conservatives
In delving into the subtleties and ambiguities of President Stridor 's letter to
the Colb y Echo editorial staff of October 13, we find ourselves further enli ghtened by remarks of his which were read before the New England Professional Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi , a journalistic fraternity . Although couched in dignified
and general terms , President Stridor 's remarks appear to be a subtle justification
for strictures upon the campus press. Basically, he seems to envision his office in
the capacity of a beneficent and paternalistic agency b y -which the undergraduates, as well as the faculty , alumni, and parents, are to be shielded from what
"docs not appear to reflect accurately the concern s of the tastes of the community as a whole. " (Letter, October 13) In order to do this, he seems intent upon
cleaning the mental Aegean stables of the Colby Echo. Although good taste in
Journalism is hi ghl y desirable , we question the ri ght of any office or individual
to determine the standards by which this subjective princi p le is to be appraised.
Our suspicions derive primaril y from his statement read to Sigma Delta
Chi : "Colb y feels a special responsibility in assuring the freedom of the press, in '
protecting it , and concurrentl y in defining its responsibility ."We question whether President Strider has either the ri ght or the mandate to speak for "Colb y " as a
whole, which is basicall y an organic yet diverse entity . This is like one combatant
in a boxing match acting as a referee. How can one contender justl y nad impartiall y define fair play, or, to be more specifi c, "good taste , " "responsibility, "
"freedom ," and the "protection " of that freedom? How can he , when he has
thrown a few underneath the belt? (see article.)
We appreciate Mr. Stridor 's good intentions , but do not desire the smothering shelter of benevolent despotism , however enli ghtened it may be, As he made
such libera l use of others ' words, we are reminded of some of Abraham Lincoln 's
(1865) : "Whenever I hear anyone arguing for slavery , I feel a strong impulse to
see it tried on him personally. " Althoug h t h e Colb y Echo needs and does have
criticism , sh ould th e ge ntl e re str a ining bonds of responsibility, disci p lin e, and
self-restraint to be so strong as to necessitate the dissolution o( the journal? This
is like a pre-frontal lobotomy to cure a headache. Student Government is to be
app lauded for its moral and material support in this conflict.
Al thoug h t h e Colb y Echo may have exercised poor jud gement and indiscr e tions , w e ar e hardl y, as President Strider imp li ed , the heirs of th e "fr eedom
of filth y speech movement. " and resent being so associated , We dep lor e hi s ill
jud gement in this conjunction.
President Strider seems to desire to disp lay th e "cleanlin ess" of Colb y
College to parents, alumni , and prospective students*, how ever , we occasionall y
hav e som e dirty lin e n , and it must be aired. The Colb y Echo is in strumental to
this: it must be preserved as an organic institution.
We hold that no person or set of p erso n s ca n pr o perl y est a bli sh
a standard of expression for others.
William Randol p h Hearst , 1924
As long as I am an American citizen and as long as American
bl oo d runs in th ese v e ins , I sh all hold myself at liberty to
sp eak , lo writ e, and lo publish whatever I p leas e , b eing
am enable to the laws of my country for th e same.
Elijah Lovejoy

music :
by Jeff Paul & Bill Goldstein
This is truly the era of the rip-off. Those who are partial
to this activity arc not fussy to the sort of thing they attack ,
festivals, lectures, concerts, and most recentl y records. It is
not uncommon these days when reading a record review to
encounter the following line: "The Rock 'n Roll drought of
1970 shows no signs of letting up as summer comes to a
close. A few good record s have been released here and
there but on the whole things have been pretty bad. " Rolling Stone, 10/ 15/70
Weel, just let me say that off hand I've noticed the following few good records thai emerged here and there in
1970: Hot Tuna; C.S.N .Y. Stage Fright (Band); Workingman's Dead; First Step and Gasoline Alley (R. Stewart &
Small Faces); Marrying Maiden (It 's a Beautiful Day); Alone
Together (Dave Mason); John Barleycorn Must Die (Traffic)
Yardbirds Anthology ; and pirate LP's like: My God (Jethro Tull); Alive at Last (Beatles); Liver Than You 'll Ever Be
(Stones). Lastly let us not forge t the live albums: Live at
Leeds (Who) Absolutel y Live (Doors); Mad Dogs and Englishmen (Cocker) Let It Be (Beatles); and Get Ycr Ye Ya's
Out (Stones). Oh yes and the topic of this review - Elton
John!!
Elton Who did you ask? Well, this album represents one
of the best works of the 1970 music season. It is no fluke or
fly by night success. All of the tunes were penned by Elton
John and poel Bcrnic Taup in at least a year ago with the
"First Episode at Hienton ,"a '68 work. Conclusion? Let's
not be too hasty in our judge ment yet. Add some of England's finest studio musicians, an occasional moog, cello,
harp, strings and a chorus , to a voice combining the qualities of Fcliciano and Kanlner , a nd what d o y o u ge t? A
foundation for an indescribably delicious LP, "Elt on John."
However it would be quite inane to overlook Taup in 's incredible lyrics, The songs themselves offer a weaving system
of ballads, love songs, rockers, and some C&W and more
that must be considered j ust plain beautiful. You may
have heard "the Border Song" a rocking gospel tune , but
the rest of the album has been well hidden in the stores.
This LP is not indicative of tod ay 's rock , howevcr,for
if it were I believe rock would he on more stations, is one
of the most pleasant surprises of ibis or any other year and
he is on tour in the States lliesc days, so pick up on the album and the concerl if you arc so fortunate to be near one
of his performances. (Ellon John - UNI 73090)
The Devil Went to New York
The Rolling Stones in Concert < "G et Ycr Ya Ya 's Out "
Ima gine for a moment what Ihe Stones would sound
like in concert. May be they 'd shirt il moving wilh "Jump in '
Jack Fla sh" get il llockin ' with a Chu ck Berry tunc like "Car ol"
and th en slide inlo"SlrayCal Blues" followed by "Love In "
Ya Ya , Ibis is your album , just add eight and a half minutes
of "Midnight Rambler , Sym path y fo r th e D evil , Utile Queen
ie, Honk y Tonk Woman and Street Fighting Man " Yes, the
llolling St ones con cert album sounds like (lie Rolling
Ston es, in concert , and what 's more you can find il at your
nei ghborh ood r eco rd st o r e ( eventually) caus e it 's legit, Il
will probably cost you at least $5.00. The alburn wh i ch i s
produced and mixed by Gl yn John s and the Stones is however easil y worth Iho price tag; if you like the Stones , or
ov en if y o u lik e rock music , well , if you just enjoy feeling
Kooil you 'll lik e litis album.
Th e y mak e "hove In Vain " el ec tric and gen erall y pick
Ihe tempo up compared to the analogous studio tracks ,
Most of the songs appear wilh minor guitar changes in contrast ( o (he studio 'version-* and tinny are generall y improvements , Mi«k Taylor does some consistently fine guitar licks
but th e body and soul of Stones ' musi c, Mr, Ja gger Is his
ole , sexy, devilish self , a nd don 't we love it ,

by J eff Paul and Bill Goldstein ^T
Rockin ' country music helped Colby "get it on " collectivel y this past Saturday night. Poco did it and I'd like to thank
them for hel ping us get out of our too often depressed heads
and into our infrequentl y enjoyed positive feelings, happy, happy feelings specifically, and aren't they the best kind after all?
The five musicians were foot-slompin', hand-clapp in', facc-grinnin ' good. So you see, I enjoyed myself. I think it was the finest Pop Music Concert heard here since I've been a member of
the "Colby Comminity ". (That would be a nice thing - a "Colby
Community ")
Tlie concert brought home something which I have tried to
impress on some people (WMHB's station manager , Roger Osborn included) which is that The Billboard -Top 40 - AM
Radio - Record Company - Industrial - Complex doesn 't know
shit about good music, (just good money). Il was to Stu-G's
benefi t that this is so, seeing as the cost of Poco was only
S3,000. But even this relativel y small fee y ielded a paltry $20.
profit for Swift's efforts. Conclusion: rock concerts are not
money-making propositions in Waterville , Maine.
For a majority of the people present Saturday night , this
concert was hopefull y a "learning" experience. They too may
have learned that the commercial pop music interests should
not be determining their musical tastes. The capitalists in the
industry will tastelessly feed us anything over the airwaves for
a monetary return. Well, we don 't have lo listen to thai. Enough

THE
J KOL BY .
CAPERS
by Nikos Kavanya
500 votes is a lot of mitigated apath y. To quote Tim Gliddin , reci pient of '/*of those votes, "wasted - totall y wasted. "
The election was thai of homecoming queen. And consider
ing the other issues of greater urgency, it was probabl y overrated. Yet it was fun in the best of collegiate tradition and it
did emp hasize the prevailing attitude of male chauvenism.
Un a nim ou sl y elected as a write-in independant under the
sporadic sponsorship of Gamma Ilho Al pha Sigma Sigma, Tim
was eventually backed by the Intcr-Fratcrnity Council when
they recognized that his election was an "anti-homecoming"
and nol an "anti-fralcrnily " movement. By crowning Tim
themselves, the Council effectivel y upstaged plots of guerilla
Ihca lre and gained in the process a concensus of approval from
the rest of the campus.
"Yey man , ya goto' t o the BIG GAME?"
Homecoming Saturday - 1:30 p.m.

Str i dor 's side of campus tramps on over lo see their

BMOC victori ous.
"Tim , Tim - he's our tnan.
If h e can 't d o it , no one can. "
Sp l oc hin g thr ou gh stud e nt e ntran ce mud , Ihe spectators
find Ihe cli que to fit their prejudices.
Meth ods of wailing - watching Ihe MTH's ¦Watching the
clock - watching the game • watching the cheerleaders.
"Do i l again , do il again ¦
we like it , we lik e il."
"Hit em again , hit em again - hard er, harder. "
"S-s, Cc. O-o, It-r. IJ-e
whatayago t . SCORE!"
Wi l h th em is i l a "mailer of taste?"
Society arrives late.
Tim (Hidd en enters, escorted by Leslie Heap. Tim is wearing
a stunnin g blu e trucking suit wilh tails and a headband, Leslie
comp lements him in her long patchwork skirl anil red blouse,
Th e Co lb y learn rises lo the oeeassion and pull s ahead. Are
ther e really such things as pep talks?
Vi lime:
Mi lch Caplin , fra ternity organizer of Ihe Queen contest ,
offi ciat es iih L ori Pet erson , former queen , crowns Tim. Kisses
all round. " Flash-flash" go cameras.
A segment of supporters swarm the ceremony and , up lifting Tim, truck him around the field,
Fin ale: Tim throws his bouquet of roses. Ilavard Jones
catch es the first one. Does that make him
queen for next
year?
Pri or l o th e completi o n of Colby 's traditional defeat , headU\H |,way • always away lo Ihe land of the rising water lower •
Tim was heard lo mutter , "Th e mind Boggles, "

•progressive FM rock stations exist in the cities, and if my crystal ball is telling the truth , WMHB will join them shortly.
Well, now that I've gotten that out of my system, more
about Poco - one group among many that has gone largely unnoticed in the commercial music world.
Poco was so good it makes me wonder why Buffa lo Springfield never made it "big" with the likes of Furay, Messina,
Stiils, Young, et al. (Guess why ?) I saw that group in 1968 and
was very impressed, but I did not think much at that time of
bassist Jim Messina. Messina on bass, you 've got lo be kidding!
Last Saturday ni ght he laid down some truly fine riffs on his
lead guitar.
But Poco boasts much more than a talented and versatile
guitarist. Hell , yes. Take your pick. May be you were awed by
the beautiful three-part harmonies of Schmitt , Grantham and
Furay . Furay - stage presence anyone? Richie plays rhythm
guitar and writes most of the l yrics for this great country rock
group. Tim Schmitt , the group 's newest member, plays bass
and provides dynamic vocals. ("What you feelin ', make me a
smile!") George Grantham on drums provides a stead y rhythm
plus fine vocal harmonies. However, the hi ghli ght of the group'
gig for me was Rusty Young. If at times you thought you
heard an organ , piano or harpsichord coming at you , well that
was a pedal steel guitar that Young can almost make talk. The
pedal steel is a pretty intricate machine, but Young plays it to
the equal of Jerry Garcia and Pete Drake of Nashville fame.
When not on pedal steel, Rusty was bottlenecking or sliding
on acoustic guitar and occasionally on one with an electric
pick up attached.
Alter three newsongs, Poco proceeded to charm the audience with almost all of their second LP , including a rosing version of "Nobody 's Fool and El Tonto do Nadie, R cgressa ".
You know Poco was makingj t when they not only got a Colby
crowd to stand , but also clap, stomp, and even dance, at the
same time - truly a Herculean feat.
After an electric opening, ending with great picking by
Messina on "Anyway Bye Bye," the group went into an acoustic medley including "You Better Think Twice" (but the crowd
never had to). As the evening progressed there were more smiling faces, tapping feel, and happy folks. About mid way through
the show, Rusty Young showed what the pedal steel was made
for on ".Grand Junction ".
Just in case you did not know what Fura y and Messina were
up to before Poco formed , Richie Furay explained il wi th a
bea utifu l "K i nd W o man " from his Springfield days.
"Hurr y Up, you Better Think Twice, Any Way Bye Bye,"
and side two of their second LP, "Make Me Smile" Grand
Jun ction , Consequentl y so Long" from their first album a
coup le of fine C & W lunes, all led up to an incredible encore
of "You are the One ".
So about an hour and forty minutes after the first notcwas
picked , not too many people were thinking about the $3 they
paid to get in. "Somebody yelled out alMe , 'Hey Country
music and Company kind of make it on a Sunday Afternoon!"
A fine concerl by an incredibly underrated group - Poco,
that turned Colby on for a couple of hours. Watch for their
furth coming album in January.
(Hey B i ll , do y ou kn ow h ow I can sto p my foot from
lapping?
An s: Yob , slick il in a pool of mellcd Bobby Sh erman
records!)

Homecomin g.
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October 31 & Nov ^1 - The Way to Wimbledon
,
^
sponsored by the Colby Intramural Tennis Club & Phys
_
""" ^
Ed. Dept., 6:30 p.m., Lovejoy.
"
H
Nov. 2 - "The Community & the Exceptional
H W
Child: Summary" 4:00 p.m., A-V room, Library.
Hr*l^L
Mass will be held at 9:30 a.m. Sundays in Lorimer
Chapel as
¦ well as at 4:30 p.m. Saturdays.

Student Government will present an OPEN FORUM
on ROTC tonight (Friday) at 7:30 m Given Auditorium.
Speakers defending ROTC will be Mrs. Zukowski Mr
Landsman, Mr. Durtlevy, and Pat Diiddy. Opposed will
he Mr. Mizner, Mr. Brancaccio, Mr. Peters, and Michael
Meserve. Mr. Hogendorn will stand
to between the two
viewpoints. All are encouraged attend .
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Wall.
Folksinger from
the coast named Dave Kaynor , "Country music without the twang." On a Bok guitar.
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ABORTION REFERRAL SERVICE FORMED IN NEW YORK CITY
The formation of an abortion referral service in New
York City was announced October 14 by Mr. John Stanley, Director of the new agency.
According to Mr. Stanley, the principal function of
Manhattan Pregnancy Advisory Service will be to assist
women from outside New York State to obtain an abortion in tlie Greater New York area.
Prospective patients
are given all the relevant infor»„ a n™ m
. understanding
, .. 'to
,j „,„4 „j ;„„„K„^fi«„
exabortion , and the
mation¦relating
„„
u„
»u»„
,.n
i
.
e
•
if
.
i
mi,
*„
' . r»f«
It they wish
referral
planation of various techniques.
they can then be referred to a clinic or hospital in the
City, or to a gynecological clinic on Long Islan d, for
which a chauffeure d limousine is provided at no charge.
A charge of S10.00 is made by MP AS for information,
counselling, and referral to the clinic or hospital.
If the patient is less than twelve weeks pregnant, the
operation takes place in the morning, and she may leave
in the late afternoon , providing the gynecologist says
that she is fit to do so. Patients more than twelve weeks
pregnant are require d to stay overnight in the clinic or
hospital
Before, she is discharged, the patient will be given
contraceptive advice, if she requests it. Following this,
she will be driven to her point of departure .
The doctors have agreed to reduce their fees for students by approximately 15°/oon presentatio n of a student '
I.D. card. Fees are inclusive of all doctors fees, hospitalisalion , and medication. As a guide, $350.00 would be
the cost of terminating a pregnancy of up to twelve
weeks in a clinic, with costs higher if the women is more
than twelve weeks.prc gnant, or admitted to a hospital.
MPAS is able to refer women to the clinic or hospital the same day as their arrival at this office , so that no
waiting is necessary. Appointments can be made by telcphoning us day or night , or by writing. All enquiries
are confidential.
For further information call (212) 2884500.

Maxine Kumin will give a peotry reading Nov. 5
n at 7:30 p.m. in Dunn Lounge. Miss Kumin, a graduate
H of RadchTfe, was an instructor of English at Tufts from
1958-61 and from 1965-68 Besides her poetry she has
¦
M written the novels.Through Dooms of Love and
H The Passions of Uxport, ¦ and several children's books
«¦Her la*est collection of peotry, "The Nightmare Factory" was published in June 1970.
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MONDAY
Novthe2 - „>Mayday
a film made by students
and
Yale
last
during
spring on the
protests
rallies
at
imprisonment of Bobby Scale and other Black Panther
^
leaders, from 10:30-11:00
p.m. channel 5 NE i - color
(network)
_ „ . ,, ., , , .._ ,.. . „
,_
,
„FRIDAY Nov. 6- "Profiles in Cool Jazz" features the
Bm Evaris Trio and the Ga^ Burton Quartet in a proam of contrasts m jazz from 8:00-9:00 p.m. channel
f
5 NET " co,or (network)
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Bixler Music and Arts Center,
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QUAKER MEETING
m
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¦
unp rogrammed....

Sundays

10:30AM.

YMCA

Reminder: Check for Lost & Found articles at
the desk in Roberts Union.

872-2615 after 5 D. m.
•'
*

A special one day presentation of original lithographs and etchings will be held at Roberts Union , 2nd
floor, Tu esday, Nov. 3, from 1-5 p.m. The collection
cont ains several hundred original p rints by such artist s
as Picas so, Unique , Dali , and Lautr cc, as well as prints
by youn ger Ame rican and European artists. All prints
in th e collection may bc purchased.
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c/oJohn Phllson ¦Foolish Notions , Inc., Coburn
Mall or Ty Davis c/o Crazy Splro Enter prises ,
Coburn.
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FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORE STUDENT ^^^.

SEALED BIDS now being taken on contracts for .
Mavrlnac vyatchos sweatshlrts and T-shirts, Deliver
*
before 7:3 0 p.m.,^October 29, 1970
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J anuary Plan selection sheets arc due today, October 30, at your advisor 's offices,
Late arrivals will have no assurance that pr ogr am
choices will be granted.

^|
JL
lew members elected to the Conference and Review Board in clude Juniors Bill Madden , John N ahra ,
Sally Chester, and Janet Shrevc, and Freshmen J eff
Hancock , Dave Mickleson , and Dave French. Bill
Madd en wa s al so ' clcctcd to the Executive Committee
of CRB. Mr. Carl Nelson was elected by the faculty to
replace Mr. Burke as representative from the Athletic
Dept, Mr. Burke is now director of Student Activities.
The full CRB is composed of 18 students and 18
faculty members.

The Newspaper Fund , Inc., has two programs,
reportin g and editing, designed to give student staff
members of college newspapers or news bureaus a
chance to broaden their knowled ge of the profession
and test Journalism career-interests. The Newspaper
' Fund will assist successful applicants in finding summer
jobs in both programs, Applications will bc accepted only
only from juniors , App lication deadline is Dec. 1, 1970.
Details may be obtained at tlie Placement office , Rus lls

For information call
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concerts. The firshWH be by Muddy Waters and J.
*.
Gileg Sflturday< 0flt 31>
^ M p.m. in the Alumni
Gym, The second will be a Jazz concert given by Rahsaan Roland Kirk Sunday, Nov. 1, at 2:00 p.m. in the
Alumni G ym. Tickets for both concerts are $3.00 per
person.

Please put all books and periodicals of no further
use in the box at the Roberts Union Desk, These will be
used at the North End Teen Center , Waterville ,

There ^ bc a Tic -d y c exhibit , sponsore d by a
from
New York City, in the 2nd f loor lobby of
gf°"P
Roberts Union from Nov. 9 at 12:00 noon to Friday,
Nov. 3 Tw o members of the group will bc present
J 'ro m no to 6:00 p.m.'to sell
N°Vi "
their products
°n
'
«"d Inform people on how to "tie-d ye."

,.

Tnc Vor* ^""dutlon is sponsoring Doctoral

,

Fellowships for American Indian Students , Black Studentil and Mexican American and Puerto Ulcan Students
Each Fellowship program will support full-time graduate
study for up to five years If the Fellow maintains satinfactory progress toward the Ph.D. Applicants must act
quickl y to meet deadlines , Instructions and application
forms can bc obtained from The Ford Foundation , 320
East Mrd Street , New York , New York 10017.

The f ollowing letters were sent to parents and al u mni by the
Parents Association and the Alumni Council.
Dear Parents:
Those of you who subscribe to the Colby Echo undoubtedly share with us, and with President Strider, a deep concern
for the extreme lack of good taste demonstrated by the most
rece nt issue. We are quoting below President Stridor's letter to
the Echo staff which clearly states the position of the College
in this matter.
Very sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott L. Stantial
Co-chairmen
Parents of William D. '72
Phillip '69

Dear Friends:
We share a deep concern for the extreme lack of good taste
demonstrated by the most recent Colby Echo. I want you to
h ave a copy of Presid ent Str idor's letter to the Echo staff which
clearly states the position of the College in this matter.
Thank you for your loyalty, support and understanding.
Sin cerely,
Sid Farr
Alumni Secretary

The Ombudsman*. Alfred King Chapmen

The Great Dana Bed Theft Case has entered its third
phase. (See the third and fourth issues of this Fall's ECHO for
background details.) Kendall Didslmry, Chief Justice of Student Judiciary , «s continuing in h is attem pt t o get t he case
turned over to the Judicial Board. He has taken his problem
to Colby's Ombudsman, Professor-Emeritus Alfred Chapmen,
who will investigate the situation. Hopefully Prof. Chapmen,
after finding out the positions of all involved in the controversial case, will be able to assist in resolving the difficulties which have arisen in the course of the situation.

To the Members of the Academy of
New England Journalists:
1had hoped very much to be able to join you tonight for
the Academy dinner. Quite some time ago it became apparent
to me that the calendar was closing in upon me inexorably, and
I wrote then to tell you that it would not be possible for me to
get away from Waterville on that evening. I do want to send you
all my warm greetings, h owever, and to assure you of our continual pride in th e fact th at t he A cade m y h as i t s h ead quarters
at Colby.
If I had found it possible to join you tonight I would have
had something to say about the campus press. You are no doubt
aware of the fact that on our campus and on a good many others there appears on the part of campus editors and their cohorts
to be a lack of understanding of the meaning of journalistic responsibility if one is to maintain journalistic freedom.
As the college that graduated Elijah Parish Lovejoy and
that now serves as headquarters for the Academy of New
England Journalists, Colby fee ls a special r espon sibuity in
assuring the freedom of the press, in protec ting i t, and con- ,
currently in defining its responsibility. Lovejoy himself knew
that the struggle for freedom was a hard, one and that it would
continue long past his lifetime. Wc arc still struggling to maintain it. A point that is often missed, h owever, a n d i t appears
especially to be true on college campuses, is that men are free
only when they respect the freedom of others, thai freedom
itself implies restraint , control, and self discipline. The "freedom of filth y speech" movement at Berkeley a few years
ago was obvi ou sly pointed toward a spurious issue, but its
repercussions are still being fell on this campus and on others
The taste and the tone of an institution involve those restraints
and disci plines that make us completel y free, and administrators must guard against intrusion upon the kind of "cleanness"

rights and rules on

that helps to determine the atmosphere of an institution.
Last year was a h ard year for higher education in America,
and in commenting upon some of its rigors in my bacca l aurea t e
address in June to the Senior Class at Colby I q u o t ed fro m tha t
fine book by the distinguished scientist, Rene Dubos, entitled
So Human an Animal. Dr. Dubos, wh o was C om mence m ent
speak er a t Col by a f ew years ago , reminds us in his book: "Hum
an freedo m docs n ot imply anarchy and complete permissiveness. Such attitudes would inevitabl y result in the disintegration of individual lives and of the social order."
I observed when I was first inaugurated that "the pursuit
of truth, free and unrestricted," must remain tlie primary goal
of the college. What many students fail to understand is that •
"un res t ric t ed" is a ter m th at does no t me a n "unl icensed" or
"unrestrained."
In 1952 a ceremony in Alton , Il linois, took place on the
150th anniversary of the birth of Elijah Parish Lovejoy. On
that occasion the late Adlai Stevenson observed: "W c can h ave
confidence in the ultimate triumph of tru t h, and in the certainty that our fellow men will seek it out and follow it if only they
can hear and speak and sift the true and the false in untrammeled peace."
One of the missions of colleges is to help the world work
constantly toward "untrammcled peace." a complex task that
touches upon the corporate structure of society, the necessity
of military preparedness, the, bulwarks that we must build to
protect our environment , and the strengthening of free minds
among free men. We continue to count upon our friends of the
press to help us achieve it.
My regards and congratulations once again to all of you,
along with my deep regret that I cannot be there in person.
Cordially,
Robert E. L. Stridcr, President

DOR M AUT ONOM Y

Statement of Guidelines Governing Social Regulations under
the Principle of Dormitory Autono my

PREAMBLE: The Board of Trustees of Colby College, on June
3, 1970 authorized the delegation to each residence unit of the
responsibility to establish and enforce its own social rules, including the hours, privileges and conditions of visitation. Such
dormitory autonomy, the Board believes, if responsibly accepted and carried out, can contribute to Ihe intellectual and personal growth of the students.
Recognizing the wide range of residence unit size, structure
locations and character, the Rights and Rules Committee sets
forth the following guidelines within which each residence unit
may formulate an autonomous plan for self-governance. These
guidelines compatible with the Board's standard s, are understood as the minimum framework within which the formilory
can operate . Dormitories are free to make more stringent rules
if they desire.
1. Dormitories arc private residences owned and maintained
by the College, not public buildings. Therefore , visiting is
a privilege extended by the dormitory, not a right of the
visitor.
A. In order to visit in a dormitory, two conditions must be
met:
1) Visitors must come to see a specifi c person or persons
2) The person or persons must welcome Ihe visitor.
B. Each dormitory resident has two basic rights:
1) He or she shall have access lo his or her room at any
lime,
2) He or she may sleep there at any time without visitors present.
C. No "live-in " arrangements shall be allowed.
1) No one may move his or her personal possessions into the room of a person of the opposite sex,
2) Bathroom facilities will not be established especially
for Iho opposite sex. Provisions may be made for
emergency bathroom use.
D. It is suggested that each dormitory establish hours during which sleep and study have priorily, i.e. quiet hours.

E. Short of the judicial process, which is the ultimate guarantee of rights, the student assistant, head resident, and
advisor system should provide adequate means for safeguarding against coercion. This system should serve to
mediate and conciliate most disputes.
II. To guard against theft and unwanted visitors, it is recommended to the President that doorkeepers bc employed by
the college where needed.
III.Dormitories arc responsible for establishing and implementing their regulations in the follwoing manner:
A. As early as possible each fall , the Rights and Rules Com'
miltcc shall call a meeting of each dormitory for dclcrm
ing its living regulations,
1) Two-thirds of the dormitory rcsidents ^ shall constitu te
a quorum.
2) Living rules and the provisions for the judicial structure must be ratified by at least'75% of the residents of the dorm voting by secret ballot or referendum
3) Robert' s Rules of Order shall bc followed.
4) For the 1970 meetings under these guidelines, a member of the Rights and ' flules Committee shall serve as
Chairman of each dormitory meeting until the establiahchment of rules and the election of dormitory
officers. In subsequent years, the Rights and Rules
Committee may delagnte the chairmanship of the
initial meeting. Each year, the Rights and Rules Committee mny designate n member to assist the
chairman.
5) Fraternity meetings shall bc chaired by their respective presidents with a member of the Rights and
Rules Committee present to assist only at initial
meetings each year.
B. The agenda of the initial dormitory meeting shall be:
1) Parietal hours
2) Quiet hours
3) Judiciary structure
4) Other business
C. Copies of the minutes of the initial meetings shall be
posted on each floor, filed with the Deans' office for
information, submitted to Iho Student Judiciary , and

presented to the Ri ghts and Rules Committee for review of the rules adopted. The rules adopted shall take
effect upon approval of the Rights and Rules Committee ,
D. Within five weeks of the initial dormitory meeting,
another meeting shall be held in order to elect a chairman , secretary, and the members of the judicial system
for the year. Two thirds of the dormitory residents
shall bc necessary for the election of each dormitory
officer.
E. A petition with the names of more than 25% of the
residents of a dormitory is needed to review any dormitory rule. The chiarman shall call a general meeting
within seven days of receiving the petition. To change
a rule , 75% of the residents must vote approval of the
change. A referendum system mny be used.
F. The standard visitatio n hours of noon to midni ght shall
bc in effect until the Rights and Rules Committee has
approved a dormitory 's social regulations , If the rcquirmenls of III D arc not met within the specified time , t in
standard visitation hours shall automatically bc in effect
until such time as the requirements aro met,
IV.Each dormitory shall establish its own judicial system.
A. The chairman of lh c dormitory shall be chairman of
that dormitory 's judiciary .
B. The secretary of Ihe dormitory shall be secretary of the
dormitory j udiciary.
C. Minutes of the dormitory judicial meetings shall bc
recorded and preserved
D. The jurisdictio n of each dormitory j udiciary system
shall be limited to infractions committed in the dormilory by .the residents of tho dormitory . Each dormilory 1ms the option to refer any case to the Student
Judiciary.
E. Any resident of the dormitory may bring a complaint
to any member of his or her dormitory judiciary. The
Chiurman of the Judiciary shall call a meeting within"
seven days of the filing of the complaint,
F. An appeal may be made to Student Judiciary withith .tcn
days after tho decision.
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Several weeks ago I was talking with the Sports Director of
WTVL , Bob Woodbury, who is on the Lambert Cup committee this
year. The Lambert Cup is awarded each year to a team in Division
II of the ECAC for "outstanding perfromancc. " However, determing this team is not an easy task because no two schools play the
same schedule. As a result, one team may play schools that are consistantly weak and another may play schools that are perennially
strong in football. Colby is a victim of this latter case.
After watching the Mules drop their third in a row to Bowdoin on Saturday, many fans are undoubtedly wondering if Colby
is ever going to have a winning season in football. However, few
peop le realize how difficult a schedule the Mules face every year.
Colby is in Division III of the ECAC and yet every year most
of its opponents are Division II schools. The division that a school
is in is determined by its male enrollment and the size of its athletic
program. This fall, five of Colby 's eight opponents in football are
Division II. schools. Not only are they in Division II, but two of
Colby 's last three opponents are ranked in the top five of their division. Last week's ratings had Springfield and Trinity ranked 2nd
and 3rd, respectively, in Division II Lambert Cup standings.
The only schools that the Mules play in their own division
are Bates and St. Lawrence. Maine Maritime isn 't in the ECAC but
could probably be considered a Division HI school.
There are two reasons why the Mules don 't play more schools
in their division. First of all, Colby has built up somewhat of a tradition with many of its opponents. Secondly, and more important ,
however, is the tralel factor. There are forty eight Division III school
but only five of them are in New England. Most are in New York
and Pennsylvania. The cost and time involved in play ing these
schools would be prohibitive.
There can be little doubt lhal the Mules would have a winning season if they played powerhouses such as Bloomburg State,
East Stroudsburg Slate, Lebanon Valley, Muhlenberg, U psala, and
of course Slippery Rock State College. However , this will never be
the case as Colby will almost definitel y enter into the proposed
eleven team small college conference which will include Division
II schools Bowdoin , Middlebury, Williams, Amherst, Wcslyan , and
Trinity . So it looks like the Mules will be play ing Division II schools
for a long time to come.
Bob Woodbury summed it up pretty well after showing me
what Colb y is up against say ing, "With the schedule they 're playing now, a winning season should give Colby the Lambert Bowl. "
So the next time you start to criticize Coach McGee and his boys
for not bringing more victories to May flower Hill , stop and look at
the competition. If it 's a Division III school, go ahead and criticize,
but if it 's a Division II school , and it probabl y will be, take this into
account before you start to knock the Mules.

GROCERIES — COLD CUTS
FRUITS & VEGETAB LES
Italian, Dagwood , Meatball
Sandwiches, Pizza, Steamed
Hot Dog», Beer & Ale to take out

r-

40 Elm Street
Waterv ille , Ma ine
Tel. 872-6431
'
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Saturday , Lew Paqum led the Colby Miller, 18th.
cross-country team over a rain soaked
The victory over Bowdoin, even
course to beat Bowdoin 21-35. The
though it proved to bc the only homerace was held before the football game. coming win for Colby, was actually of ;
and few homecoming fans saw Paquin
little importance, as the top seven runfinish first through the long puddles on ners were vvorking toward the Maine
on the track in 25:52 , This time was
state championshi p Tuesday.Most of
only seven seconds above the course
these runners had completed a regular
workout on Friday, rather than rest
record that LeW sel last week against .
for the race, lt is the Maine State ChamU. Maine, hut it was a good effort unpionships that will make this season a
der the poor conditions.
Bob Hickey finished next for Colby success or a failure, because going into
taking third place, followed by Brian
the meet we have beaten every Maine
team but Bates, the defending champMacQuarric, a freshman , in fourth
place. Paul Liming and Dave Bcrgstrom ions, who beat Colby earlier in the season. This was without the freshmen on the
were the last two scorers for Colby,
the varsity team, and the frosh could
placing 6th and 7th. Frosh Peter Prime
and Bill Clay were the sixth and seven- be the difference Tuesday, Should
Colby come out on top in Maine , they
th finishers for the Mules, taking lOlh
will be one of the top contenders in
and 14th places overall.
the New England championships on
The only two other finishers for
Friday.
Colby were Matt Hird , 15lh , and Dick

GREYHOUND
. Colb y Student Bus . . . . to
Boston - - New York
2 p.m.
Fridays
Runnals Union
b y round tri ps - SAVE 5%
call 872-5000 for details
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Maine 's Best Lobster Pound
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since iob o

Pro p,, Don Rancourt
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WATERVILLE , MAINE
.

X -coun tr y

Anything in Leather or Silver made
made to order

STATI ONER S

urday's first half in their last two out
ings, they should easily finish up 3-5
on the season. Next week the Mules
play a weak Bates eleven away, at
Lewiston.

Richard McGee, Head Football Coach

SALE ! ! !
Handmade Fringe Jackets
Reg. $50. - Now $38.
Imported Handmade Dresses
Scarfs - Shawls - Shirts
FRY E Boots - Mens & Womens
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74 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
MAINE
On The Concourse and Main Street

college ave

and viciously attacked the Mules defense. To open a brutal third period,
Bowdoin drove from its own 27 yard line
line for the score in only 10 plays.
Lightning struck again in the same
place minutes later, as the Bowdics
drove 51 yards and converted to tie
the score at 17, with Mike Jackson
scoring for the second time. Bowdoin's
third score of the quarter was set up
by a Colby fumble at their own 26
yard line. A flat pass put the ball 5
yards from the flags, and sophomore
Joe Bonasera, who ran well all day,
took it in for the TD. A successful
kick put Bowdoin ahead to stay, 2417. The Visitors' last touchdown came
on a 45 yard drive in 7 plays, with
Jeff Begin carrying ten yard s for the
clincher, making it 31-17.
Saturday's contest was a frustrating one for Colby, as they played a
tremendous first half, only to be overpowered thereafter. But even in the
final two periods, there was nothing .
for the Blue to be ashamed of, as they
were simply beaten by a better team.
Bowdoin came out steaming for the
second half , and steam they did. If the
the. Mules can show more of last Sat-

COOL MOOSE
(around the corner from
LaVerdiere's )

NOW AVAILABLE AT THE i „ r ... . m . r ...
w.
To Criticize The Critic - m
T.S.o Ehol
,,«„ „,,, „
-„
COLBY BOOKSTORE
,
„
,
,
.,
.
, (1)
¦4- m
Tho Reluctant
Prophet, - n
Daniel Logan
Tho Bestiary - T. H. White
William Burroughs
Janlcie
Mans Uncon q uera ble Min d Gilbert Highet

BE RRY' S

Paul McGurren
The Colby Mules played what was
perhaps their best football in three
years for one half, but collapsed in the
final two periods and lost to Bowdoin
last Saturday at Homecoming, 31-17.
The Mules surprised everyone, as they
jumped out to a 17-3 lead by halftimc
showing a driving offense for the first
time this year. But the visitors flexed
their muscles after the break, and completely dominated the second half.
The Mules displayed a well-balanced attack throughout the half, as
quarterback Brian Cone played his
best game of the season, running well
and completing 19 passes of 31 attempts for 146 yards. Freshman Donny
Joseph, filling in for injured Captain
Ron Lupton, looked very impressive
with his hard-nosed running. The home
team's first score was set up by a perfectly timed interception by Senior
Dennis Cameron on the Colby 32
yard line. Cone then piloted the Mules
68 yards for a score, which came on a
nice-looking pass play to Dave Lane.
Lane converted and it was 7-0. The Polar Bears returned the ensuing krekof f
to the Colby 33 yard line and went to
work. They got a first down on the
Colby 10, but the defense got tough
and finall y held on a fourth and 3 from
the 3 yard line. The Bears went deep
in Blue territory again, shortly after,
but the defense, led by Paul Edmonds,
came through again and the visitors
had to settle for a three-pointer. Butthe Mules got it right back , as they
drove down to the Bowdoin 18 y ard
line, before Lane split the uprights to
make it 10-3, Colby. The Big Blue,'
gaining the momentum that they have
lacked all season, scored once more
before the half ended. After putting
Bowdoin in a big hole with a fourth a
and 25 inside their own 10, The Mules
got the ball on the Bears' 37 yard line.
After Mike. Smith made a fine catch
at the one yard line, Cone took il around left end for the tally, 'and lhc
conversion followed , making it 17-3
at half-time.
The second half was a disaster for
the home team, as the Bears came out

Pr oud
to he
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Foo d Ser vice

MA URICE' S
MAR KET
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To the Editor of the Echo:
The form of this letter is a device to introduce-the punch
line in the last paragraphs. The numbered paragraphs are the
titles of articles that I might have written, and below each title
I have written a few brief notes. Hopefully readers will see a
relationship between these paragraphs and what might be called The Echo Dilemma.
I. Logic. Oh, that elusive, admirable aspect of humanness!
Under this rubric I had intended to write an article in which
First, I would deplore the use of "dirty definitions"
which are sometimes just muddy misconceptions used without malice, but unhappily they are at other times reprehensible redefinition deployed to avoid the logic at the core of
the argument, (sophistry)
Second, I would extoll the merits of the probability
world of the scientist where nothing is ever proven; instead,
ideas are only made more likely by the invention and testing of hypotheses.
The lesson here might be that too many people are a bit
sloppy and shallow in their thinking.
II.

Agression.
Like Lorenz, other good biologists, and Ardrey, I speculate about the evolution of altruism. I confess to being
enough of a behaviorist to feel that early training has a
marked effect on whole life behavior. We can have altruism
but we must train early and we will surely have to manipulate the enviroment. I am impressed by the stress syndrome
concept of Han Selye. Man is locked in by hormones which
ebb and flow during crowding and in hunger.
My problem here is this: is the modern student just
naturally aggressive? Is he completely crowd-and-hormoncbound?

Dear Mr. Parry:
You have made a very daring personal statement with the
publication of Echo III. I am sure you are awaiting the reactions!
Perhaps then you will be interested in the response of one person outside the college community.
First may I say it is my'assumption that Boys enter college
conscious that they do not know all the answers, but hopefu l
that they will find enough of them there to become Men. This
is a process neither can stand now without regression.
I have read the three fall issues of the Echo quite carefully
and in the first two was impressed with some of your mature
thinking. The third greatly shocked me. I'm sure that was what
was intended.
After the initial shock, however, I became highl y amused.
I saw, instead of the maturity of the first two issues, an adolescent scrawling obscenities of a freshly painted fence in an effort
to abtain attention he despaired of attaining in a more sapphisticated manner, a case of the erratic personality shifts in a Boy's
effort to become a Man.
The symptoms of maturity, good taste, a sensitivity to
others due consideration of consequences were entirely missing. The fact that many people will consider you spokesman
for a group you do not truly represent was not considered. The
fact that scholarship money might be withheld in disgust from
those who need it and that others would suffer from your act
shows immature iresponsibility. The fact tha t you used your
position to express your own attitude at the expense of others
indicates your juvenile selfishness.
It is hoped that many of those who read the paper will have
sense of humor enough to see it as an exhibitionistic act of a
student who should have outgrown such behavior.
I extend my sympath y for the time, which will come, when
with greater maturity you view this episode.
Marian A. Gilmore

III.

Humanitarianism. Who needs it?
My article with this title might have asked the reader to
recall the writings of the Huxleys, T. H. and J ulian. Huxley
the elder placed man in nature in a clear scientific perspective and Huxley the younger provided man with a kind of
humanity worthy of life's struggle. Julian 's message was 40
years ahead of its time. The time is now, the Age of the
Environment. Here is a faith to follow: where are you
students?
IV. Four letter words.
I am generation-bound against the free use of four-letter
words in mixed company. Like Pavlov's dogs I am conditioned against it. Understandably a stubbed toe or a hammered
thumb releases the inhibitions as it did in my father before
me. 1 am not against the moderate use of the rough speech
in literature since I recognize its power, but for quite other
reasons I hate to see it used primarily to titillate and provoke.
Well, Echo, here is the punch line: why the introverted preoccupation with the parochial scene? There are bigger fish to
fry. Humanity needs help. Don't give me that guff about the
fundamental issues being censorshi p, paternalism, and victorian
prudishness. Your constitutional rights are not being th reatened
locally. Why scarcely a line about politics in the fall of this
Election Year? And what happened to Ecology and the Green
E arth?
Let go of the President; he deserves help, not harrassment.
He has done remarkable things for the College; I say we have ,
a strong faculty, you 'll get a good degree, my students are the
best that I have ever had; such is the state of the union after 10
years of the. President's administration.
I respectfully suggest that the Student Government change
the editorial policy.
All en Scott
...C hairman, Dept. of Biology

1 e tt e r s
to
the
edito r
To the Editor and Staff:
We arc in receipt this day of the issue of your "publication "
under the date of October 9, 1970. Please cancel our subscri ption as of this date.
Mrs. Ivcrson teaches 7th and 8th grade classes in English so
that our daughter may attend Colb y College. She has to deal
all day long with the dirty words and visual images of small boys
undergoing puberty. It docs not seem that she should be further subjected to these when she picks up your "newspaper"
when she arrives home from work.
Signed ,
Prof. Paul F, Ivcrson
Ilclcnc Perry Ivcrson

Sir:

To the Editor:
Th e lead articl e of the O ctober 23 Colby Echo contained
the most lucid, logical, and luscious prose I have ever read in
an Echo. I applaud you and the "Ed itorial Board" (whatever
that is!) for your broadminded approach in publishing all aspects of Colby student life. I have never seen an Echo more
wilin g to present all side s bef or e y our editorsh i p, Bob.
To Colby 's own "Token Conservative": I addr ess hearty
guffaws for your hilarious article in last week's issue. The Bow
doin Chapter of Young Americans for Freedom crave your
bod , Randall.
Sin cer el y ,
M artha Smith '71
Mar y Low 528

When we subscribed to your newspaper we did not expect
to receive a journal of obscenities such as appeare d in your October 9th issue, Under the circumstances wc must ask you to
cancc| our su bscription .
Before wc could gel this letter off to you wc have received
the October 16th issue and must say that wc do nol agree with
the editorial. The October 9th issue was, in our opinion in extremely bad laste and y our d ec linati o n of Pr esid e nt Strid er 's
request to remove the name Colby from your title is definatcl y
an affront to him and his office,
Enclosed please find sixty cents covering (he price of the
fi rst and last two issues we received.
Sin cerely,
Mr. & Mrs , Ri chard II. Ill i n g worth

Dear Editor:

, "Thoy can take Colby out of the Echo -—but
they can t take the Echo out of Colby. "
To the Editor:
One of the advanta ges of livin g in Thibodnux , Louisanu , was
that one could come over at any time of the day or night und
catch the young G. E. Moore in a logical falsehood by means of
n cunnin g semantic subterfuge.
I remember one occaRsion with particular vividness, I had
chanced t o dro p in one day and , approaching the door found
Moore , seated by the bearskin rug with a basket on his knee.
"Come in ," he said.
I decided to knock again to test the validity of his proposition.
"Come in " he said again , and smiled sorn phicnll y,
Entering, I enquired as to the contents of the basket.
"Moore!" I said again , "Do you have some prunes in that
basket?"
"No ." ho said again , leaving mc in a cleft state from which
I hod but ono way out.
"Moore! 11" I said, "Do you have any prunes in that basket?"
"Yes", ho replied. And from that day forth wo remained tho
very closest of friends.
Sinus I'lunckct

To the Edilor,
If any acad emic institution feels its image threatened by a
sin gle issue of Ihe student newspaper, then I would su ggest
that the college is in an extremel y dan gerous position. For, if
thi s is th e case , what has Ihul college done wilh its endowment
of dollars and bricks? Certainl y i l ha s not creat ed th e kind of
atmos phere Uni t wo normally assign to a liberal arts college. If
the security of that institution is threatened by the existence
of a single , independent student voice , then it would bc appropriate to examine the very princi pl es of foundation of tha i
school. Accordin gly, all requ ests for financial contributions
should be accompanied by a clear statem ent of those principles
to which the college is devoted. If one of those princip les is Ihe
willingness lo accede lo outside pressures in order to influence
the partial content of the student newspaper, then it should b e
so stated.
Name withheld by request

Dear Mr. Parry:
As the parent of a Colby student , I have subscribed to and
read THE ECHO regularly for the past several years. This morning I read the issue of October 9th. - and find it objectionable,
as President Strider did, although perhaps on somewhat different grounds.
I realize that my views are probabl y doubly suspect because I am: (1) a clergyman and (2).well over 30. Even though
I am a member of "the Establishment" I am by no means convinced that "we" have all the answers ( any more than you do).
I therefore try to listen carefully to what others, especially
students, have to say about ways to resolve the various problems that confront and threaten us all.
The October 9th issue of THE ECHO leaves the distinct
impression .with mc that you are not at all interested in listening to anyone whose views differ from your own and
that you are far more interested in alienating, offending and
stiring up than you are in clarif ying, informing and in discussing real issues. Your articles on "Coed Dorms" and the
accompanying picture are cases in point. The "article" captioned F.U.C.K. and the reference in another article to the
"current Saturday night fraternity fuck" are additional cases
in point. The article "Ooh, What a mean dean" has considerable to say about failure to follow established procedures
but nothing to say about the student thief involved.
Here in New Hampshire college students are highly vocal in
condemning the sort of journalism practiced by William Loeb,
editor of the arch-conservative Manchester Union Leader". I
am, therefore, particularly interested in the sort of journalism
practiced by such students in their college newspapers. Instead
of avoiding the sort of practices they profess to object to so
strongly, they simply adapt them to support their own particular viewpoint. The October 9th issue of THE ECHO is a prime
example.
As the editor of a college newspaper you are in an excellent
position to raise relevant issues and to see to it that they are
treated in such a way as to encourage reasoned discussion and
debate leading to changes where changes need to be made.
Were I in your position , I would promptly "fire" any wri ter or
reporter who couldn't write, an article or an editorial without
recourse to objectionable four letter words. And I would do so
because such a writer obviousl y has an inadequate command of
tlie English language and because his writing would alienate
many of the very people 1, as an editor , was trying to reach and
convince.
Today 's college students claim they want to bc treated as
adults. They arc not likely to be so treated as long as they handle such responsibility as is given to them as poorly as you appear
to have handled the important responsibility given youas editor
of THE ECHO. The October 9th issue of THE ECHO indicates
to me that you are much more interested in becoming a martyr '
than you are in presenting important issues in such a way as to
encourage reasoned discussion of such issues on their merits. *
The field of Journalism already has more than enough William
Loebs. Surely you arc capable of better and more effective
journalism than is evidenced by your issue of October 9th.
Hopefull y, future issues will reveal that you not onl y have the
requsite talent and sense of responsibility to ALL of your readers but that you are willing to cxccrcise same.
Yours trul y,
(Rev.) Bayard Hancock
(both this letter and Dr. Lester's (sec last issue) missed the
point of my article "ooh , what a mean dean!" in their criticisms
of it. The article was not intended to comment on the guilt or
innocence of the defendant , nor on the suitability of the punishment handed down. These arc editorial and judicial concerns
which would have been inappropriate to include in a news article. The ECHO was concerned only with describing the Dean 's
actions in the context of the machinery set up by the Stu-G
constitution for dealing with cases impl ying college-initiated
disipline. If civil action had been taken , the case would not
have lain within the jurisdiction of the Student Judiciary. But
becau se the college DID choose to settle the case without recourse to civil processes, the proper established channels should
have been utilized. This was the assumption of , and point of ,
my article.
Dick Kaynor)

To the People of the Stale of Maine:
In the lasl one hundred years of Maine history there has not
been a Governor , a Congressman, or a Senator who has had cither the moral courage or intellectual honesty to honor Passamaqu odd y treaties, Now another election year has come, I
ask you to judge your candidates harshl y.
Both Gub ernatorial candidates state their concern for the
Indian people. Mr. Curti s would run on his record ; and in many
way s h e ha s been th e most "progressive " Ma ine Governor regard
ing Indian affairs. This is nol to say (hut I agree witli all of his
policies ¦
far from il. But Mr, Curti s ignores Maine 's sacred obli gations to protect our lands. He has done nothing to reverse
th e infam ou s p oli cies of th e L egislature whi ch ov e r the y ears
has sold , leased for 999 years, ov given away over a third of our
properly. His words and notions up until now clearl y show me
that he thinks this is an acceptable situation .
Mr. Erwin says he also is n "progressive " man H e says he
wan ls the Indians lo be empowered lo make Ihcir own decis-,.
ions, But so far he has proposed nothing new, publicl y , It is
possible thai Mr. Erwin knows how wc can gel our land returned I would like him lo say Ihis publicly ,
' •
When our ancestors entered into the treaty of 1794, our
chief , Fran cis Joseph Neptune , acknowledged it would bc a
long time before Ihe Indian people could lenrn to deal with all
Ihe facets of the while way of life and before Ihcy could benefit
fully from the treaty. At that time Ihe Indian peop le were being
im posed upon and cheated by traders. Vol Ihcy said that they
would nol injure any trespasser but would call on the authorities lo remove him. We arc slill being imposed upon , but now by j
the lawmak ers, th emselves, Now I ask yon to change this Hiliia- 'i'**
lion by informin g the Legislators that thoy must live up lo rcspon
nihility for governmental d ecision s li es on tho p eople.
\v <
Governor John Stevens ¦
Indian Township
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OPEN FRIDAY EVE. TIL 9:00 P.M.

What A Rip-off!
It's going to be a super drag, man,
if all you have lo wear this winter
are grungy, old, paper thin Jeans!
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So ...here 's the pitch . .. why not
them wear out on Sterns 1 legs
^
instead of yours?
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Exery thing In Music -

Lalime 's
Waterville Dru g

I if

Buy a new pair of navy denim jeans

j

P 'i

and trade in your old pair for 50 c -

,

P

f

35 Main Street
Wa ter ville, Maine
(

Phone 873-0523

{washed of course)

11
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Ronald F. Lalime . R fh.
Prop.

fj.

Now Thru Saturday, October 3Ut

While you're there , di g the bob-
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vy long coats - C. O. long coats
and other various articles of
great interest!
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naturally curly hair, a wet seat and
frozen legs are a raunchy deal!
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even if you love them more than
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24th
- REMOTE RADIO SHOW WGHM
DIRECT FROM THE HOLE IN THE WALL
- FREE RECORDS "Bud J" Will Interview Madison High's Cheerleaders
10:00 A.M.—12 Noon
—

H0LE ,N THE WALL ~ LOWER LEVEL
—
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